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Requirements management is central to the development of any product. It identifies
the viewpoint, goals, needs, and objectives of the final product as expressed by various
stakeholders such as customers, business, technologists and regulatory agencies that
oversee that market space. It is an iterative process conducted throughout the product
lifecycle. With the ubiquity of electronics, sensors, software, connectivity, variability, and
omnipresent regulations, today’s products are becoming more complex than ever, and the
need for a formal, structured requirements management platform is absolutely essential.
Aras’ Requirements Engineering application (RE)
is a new, next generation solution for defining and
managing requirements within the Aras PLM Platform
(Aras Innovator). Its deployment and use as an
integral part of the PLM leads to more timely meeting
of design objectives, faster time to market, reduced
product cost, less cross-discipline rework, lower risk
of regulatory non-compliance, and more effective
resolution of issues arising during deployment.
In addition to the core requirements management
capabilities such as authoring of content and
managing groups of requirements in the form of
a single document, Requirements Engineering application addresses one of the biggest
weaknesses of existing stand-alone systems operating outside of the PLM structured domain;
it enables bi-directional traceability between individual requirements and design artifacts
across all design disciplines and their lifecycles. The application expresses requirements
content in various forms—text, reusable content structures (paragraphs, graphics, tables,
etc.), sharable parameters as well as integration with content authored in third party
requirements management tools.
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Requirements management has traditionally been implemented in siloed, standalone tools,
often segmented by design discipline, with a lack of traceability between requirements,
poor or non-existent collaboration and coordination with specific design activities and
artifacts. Requirement capture using tools such as Microsoft Word, Excel or Google Docs
results in disconnected monolithic documents with duplicate requirements, little if any
configuration, lifecycle, or revision control. That results in excessive product cost, lost time
to market, products being shipped without meeting all requirements, time lost in tracing
requirements through the product’s lifecycle, product quality shortfalls, and challenges in
meeting regulatory compliance. 62% of companies in one survey report being reprimanded
by regulatory agencies.
Furthermore, legacy systems and processes
struggle with management of today’s product
complexity and this problem will only intensify
with the product complexity of tomorrow.
These systems, originally designed to support
specific engineering disciplines, like mechanical,
are closed, and thus create problems when
trying to link with the overall requirements
management process or link domain artifacts
with specific requirements (traceability). Today’s
(and tomorrow’s) complex products contain not
just the mechanical and electrical disciplines
of Engineering, but now software as well and this inability to integrate with requirements
management across disciplines can disrupt on-time delivery of new product introductions.
The Digital Thread between requirements and design domains is necessary to connect
disparate silos of information as well as manage and understand how to handle changes
made.
Connecting design requirements within the PLM governance and understanding when
they change, how they changed, and what it means to the engineer, enables a collaborative
environment throughout the design process. It does this by removing information silos.
Everyone has a view into requirements status and their relationships to the task on hand
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and therefore users can see changes in real-time, enabling conversations to occur that
otherwise would happen after the fact or not at all. This includes the ability to manage and
trace information for all requirements and the related design items, to assess how changes
to requirements impact the Bill of Materials, and to map the necessary processes to facilitate
change management.
On large projects the sheer volume of requirements makes the effort to manually trace
individual requirements to/from specific design items into a Don Quixote experience in
which, instead of windmills you’re chasing requirements origins, stakeholders, relationships,
and validity across multiplicity of monolithic documents. This simply cannot be done with a
high degree of confidence and accuracy. The only way to begin to understand the impact a
requirement or design change has, is to be able to trace the requirement back to its origins,
and its relationship to other design artifacts including, but not limited to, versions of BOMs,
parts, software, electronics, CAD models, documents, requirements, process plans, service
manuals, etc.
While some requirements are stable, reflecting the core organization and its domain,
many requirements are changing with each product, design iteration or mission, having
a cascading action through the project lifecycle. Being able to perform a change impact
analysis of proposed and actual requirement changes on the product design details across
all engineering domains is mandatory. This includes the ability to trace back all decisions
across all design iterations – a Digital Thread.
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The creation of and access to a complete Digital Thread is essential in delivering products on time, without cost
overruns, meeting all requirements, and reducing time in tracing requirements.
Aras’ Requirements Engineering application, built on the Aras PLM Platform, is a Digital Thread enabler. Digital
Thread allows teams across the enterprise to follow a product’s digital history and all related digital assets—
from the initial requirements planning and analysis, through design, manufacturing, testing, and on to final
sustainment and disposal phases. It allows companies to connect product information generated by a multitude
of product functions including:
▪▪ Product Requirements
▪▪ Simulation Models
▪▪ Electronics and Embedded Software
▪▪ Manufacturing Process Plans
▪▪ Service Records
▪▪ Industrial Internet of Things
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With full product lifecycle traceability using the Digital Thread, teams across the enterprise
are empowered to work concurrently, understanding the latest, correct, approved
requirement state.
In addition to the inherent advantages of being built on, and resident within the Aras PLM
Platform, Requirements Engineering application makes apparent the value of requirements
content being more complex than pure text (structures, parameters, models, variability),
with the convenience of reusability of requirement content (paragraphs, graphics, tables,
parameters, etc.), as well as the reuse of previously approved requirements across several
product contexts, allowing organizations to quickly transition from a textual/document
centric mindset to a data model mindset to take advantage of rich traceability.

Finally, a note about IBM DOORS. There is a high level of uncertainty being experienced
by users considering moving, or in the process of moving, from DOORS to DOORS New
Generation (DNG). DNG is a relatively new product from IBM, a replacement for DOORS,
that is completely disconnected from, and largely incompatible, with DOORS. Users can
use this opportunity to explore the advantages of managing requirements as an integral
part of the PLM platform strategy where the gathering, documenting, changing and tracing
of requirements occurs under the governance of the Aras’ Requirements Engineering
application and the PLM services of the underlying platform, while enjoying the benefits
of on-time delivery of stakeholder needs, less rework, reduced risk of regulatory noncompliance, and reduced product cost.
The ever-expanding complexity of products requires a more formal relationship between
requirements management, design management, product lifecycle and the overall Digital
Thread across all related artifacts including history and configurations. That capability can
only be implemented by relying on an integrated PLM platform strategy. Aras’ Requirements
Engineering application is built on the open Aras Platform and therefore enables
requirements management to be fully integrated and with and traceable to/from all other
product design and lifecycle processes.

Aras is the leading provider of an open, digital end-to-end product lifecycle platform
that enables the world’s leading complex manufacturers to digitally transform and
gain a competitive edge. Headquartered in Andover, MA with major offices throughout
the world, Aras’ 500 employees support over 350 global multinational customers and
over 250,000 users. Aras is the fastest growing PLM company worldwide. Aras’ open,
flexible, scalable and upgradeable PLM platform and applications connect users in
all disciplines and functions to critical product data and processes across the
lifecycle and throughout the extended supply chain. The Aras Innovator platform
is freely downloadable. All applications are available at a single subscription rate,
which includes all upgrades performed by Aras. Aras customers include Airbus,
BAE Systems, GE, GM, Hitachi, Honda, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, and Microsoft.
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